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PE420/620-D 
Module 13  

Learning Guide  
Course Conclusion 
Humble Apologetics 

 

Before you start...  
 Post your response to last week’s forum question onto Moodle and interact on social media 
 Complete 2 hours pre-reading from recommended and optional sources on Moodle  

(cf. Resource box below), to sow into class discussion and the course debrief 
 From the reading, come prepared to share a question, challenge, implication & application 
 Download this learning guide (and the associated powerpoint pdf), and have it open on your 

computer ready to edit if you are a class-based student 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Well done! We made it! After spending 3 weeks on “Apologetics and the Nature of Truth” (Section A),  
6 weeks on “Critiques of the Christian Faith” (Section B), and rounding it out with 3 weeks on “Alternatives 
to Christian Belief” (Section C), you’re now well equipped to help people take Christianity more seriously 
than they did before, defending and commending the faith as you bear witness to the glory of God. And 
yet, it’s understandable if your head is full of disconnected dot-points and countless references. So, in this 
final session, we throw open the conversation to consider any remaining “big questions” that have plagued 
you across the course. We consolidate all you’ve learned, recapping major themes. Finally, after a course 
evaluation, we conclude with some thoughts on “humble apologetics” that looks like, and points to, Jesus. 
 
OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of this module are to: 

 Consolidate course learning, revisiting major themes and exploring outstanding questions. 

 Reinforce how apologetics may be ‘humble’, done to the glory of God. 
 
OUTCOMES 
On completion of this module, the student shall be expected to consolidate their praxis of a personal and 
humble apologetic offered in love, for the flourishing of all. 
 
Aligned with the Unit Guide Outcomes, students should be able to: 
Knowledge (know and understand): 

A1. Apologetics as the defence and commendation of the Christian gospel 
A5. Strategies to defend and commend Christian faith 

Skills (be able to): 
B1. Analyse the nature of Christian apologetics 
B4. Engage in Christian apologetics 
B5. Present a critical evidence-based argument or perspective 

Application (be in a position to): 
 C3. Defend and commend the truth claims of the Christian faith 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1585432295093793/
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SESSION FLOW (lecture runs 6:15-9:00pm, breaks from 7:05-7:10pm, and 7:55-8:05pm) 
6:15 Big Story Recap, Prayer, & Reading debrief (20 mins)  
              + Students Share their Final Essay Topic/Argument + Open Q&A (30 mins) 
7:10 Course Evaluation and Prayer (45 mins) 
8:05 Course Conclusion on “Humble Apologetics” (40 mins) + Closing Song (10 mins) 
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2.  BIG STORY “CAUGHT OUT” RESPONSES + READING REVIEW 

“The big story is that God designed us all for good, but 
through our bad choices we’ve been damaged by evil. 

But, through Jesus’ life, death on the cross, and 
resurrection, we’ve been restored for better. If you’re 

humble enough to admit to God that you fall short, and 
ask Him to forgive you for the wrong you’ve done, 

putting God first, then you can connect with life to the 
full—what God always intended for you. Then you can 
join other Christ-followers, empowered by God’s Spirit, 

sent together to heal a hurting world, waiting for the day 
when God will set everything right by judging all the evil 

and restoring the whole universe.” 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Class Activity 13.1—10 minutes 
Using the post-it-notes from module one, two students will each select one of the five circles from  
“The Big Story”, then randomly choose a paper slip from that circle. Each student will take up to 1 minute 
to respond to this question or objection, as if in conversation with the person who posted the slip. 
Afterward, the class can unpack what did/didn’t work in this response, and other ways to dialogue. 
 

(Wanting some encouragement evangelistically in “Answering Tough Questions”? See Benson 2010.) 

Class Activity 13.2— 10 minutes 
Whether as a whole class, or in smaller groups, share your response to the pre-reading for this module: 
 

         -a question—something you don’t get, or want to clarify 
 -a challenge—something you disagree with, or want to nuance 
 -an implication—“so what” for our apologetic practice 

 -an application—something useful right now in your context 
 
Consider how these readings relate to your life and witness in general and ministry context in particular. 
… This is the ideal time to bring up whatever is confusing, or questions you have in regards to the  
course material, so don’t be shy! 
 
If time permits, feel free to discuss the forum question from last module: 
 Respond to one of the following statements:  
(a) “We are responsible for everything in our lives; my life is as it is because I created it myself. That’s 
karma. Christian appeals to forgiveness and ‘grace’ are infantilising, a move away from maturity”; or 
(b) “Meditation is the key to modern happiness. Once you let go of your desire to distinguish right from 
wrong, truth from lies, and proving that Jesus is the only way, you will discover the unity of all things 
and the true joy for which you strive.” 

https://youtu.be/9ewcCNirPt8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wk8q-s9UZiM
http://pathways.kbc.org.au/passing/passing-evangelism/the-big-story-video/
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3.  STUDENT SHARING AND OUTSTANDING “BIG QUESTIONS” 

 

Reflection Activities 13.1-2 – Distance Students 
In place of class discussion, online/distance students are required to complete a series of reflections—
four per week. For each reflection activity/question, journal at least 30 (meaningful!) words, and tick off 
the related boxes in the middle of the Unit Guide. 
 
#13.1 What is the key question/objection to which you are responding in your final assignment? 
Within which worldview is it located? #13.2 Write two sentences that crystallise your central response. 

 

 

Class Activity 13.3—20 minutes 
Besides completing your remaining forum posts, the final assessment requirement to complete is either 
the “Scripted Dialogue” (PE420/D) or the “Research Assignment” (PE620/D).  
 
This time is set aside for each student to take a minute or so to tell us about your final project.  
Who is your conversation partner? What “worldview” do they most identify with? Which question about 
or objection to following Christ is central? … Can you crystallise your response in a 30 second reply?  
 
PE420/D: SCRIPTED DIALOGUE (60%, 3300 WORDS) 

Students are to script a dialogue between his or herself and a person holding to a worldview other than 
Christianity, with the intent of defending against their objections (1000 words), challenging their beliefs 
(1000 words) and commending a Christian worldview (1000 words). This dialogue must begin by first 
explaining the relevant details of the person’s particular context (300 words): study, job, sympathetic 
acquaintances, experiences, hopes and fears.  
 
Note that across the dialogue, three distinct apologetic styles must be demonstrated, giving primacy to 
the plausibility (appeal to logic and use of questions), credibility (appeal to evidence) and relevance 
(appeal to experience) of Christian belief. Also, students are to evidence in footnotes (included in the 
overall word-count) their knowledge of both leading arguments against Christian belief, and 
contemporary arguments defending and commending the Christian faith, drawing from prominent 
thinkers in the field. 
 
PE620/D: RESEARCH ASSIGNMENT (60%, 4000 WORDS) 

Students are to respond to one pressing critique—embedded within a larger worldview, as an alternative 
to Christian belief—that presently undermines the Christian faith (see section B and C of the Outline and 
Contents) and present an essay that addresses the following: 
1. Setting the scene; the societal and church context within which this critique and alternative worldview 

is meaningful (~500 words) 
2. Underlying concerns; both hopes and fears of the antagonist (~250 words) 
3. Clarification of key terms and issues foundational to a productive dialogue (~300 words) 
4. Admission of Christian fault where appropriate, whether intellectually or morally (~300 words) 
5. Key points questioning the presuppositions of the antagonist to open their ears (~600 words) 
6. Key points defending Christian belief/behaviour, why it is plausible and credible (~1000 words) 
7. Key points commending Christian belief or behaviour, why it is attractive (~800 words) 
8. Additional actions to support this apologetic (~250 words) 

Class Activity 13.4—10+ minutes 
Got a “Big Question” still bothering you? Get it out before the course is over, & seek wisdom together!! 
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4.  COURSE REVIEW 

In a moment we’ll complete the course evaluation (from 7:45-7:55). Before the course is over, however, it’s 
important that each of us consolidates what we’ve learned. It’s like a conference I recently attended—it 
was all good stuff covered in the four days of workshops, but now I’m left with nearly 100 pages of 
scrawled notes in virtually illegible handwriting … unless I process this soon and distil out the key points as 
it intersects with my life and ministry, I will have lost the main benefits of ever attending.  
 
So, let’s recap, and then let’s reframe what we’ve learned with the aid of some pertinent questions. 

4.1 Recap 

► Look through the following Unit Content and Outcomes. Where are you strongest and weakest?  
Were the Unit Outcomes met, and how would you rate yourself on each out of 10? 
 

4.1.1 Unit Content 

Section A: Apologetics and the Nature of Truth 

1 The definition of apologetics; its relation to theology, study of religion and mission. 

2 A brief review of intellectual attacks upon Christian faith and Christian responses, including the 
Apologists, Augustine, Aquinas, the Enlightenment, Darwinianism, and secular humanism. 

3 A review of Christian faith and its bearing upon truth as discerned in history, nature and society; 
the uniqueness of Christian revelation; the questions of truth, presuppositions and verification; 
epistemology. 

 
Section B: Critiques of Christian Faith 

4 Historical: the reliability of the Scriptures; the historicity of Christ and his Resurrection; the 
emergence of the church. 

5 Philosophical: atheism, pantheism, monism, deism, divine providence and miracles; scientific 
method; evil and suffering. 

6 Behavioural: anthropological, sociological and psychological; behaviourism; Freudianism. 
 
Section C: Alternatives to Christian Belief 

7 Non-supernatural alternatives: agnostic humanism; atheistic existentialism; Marxism; moralism; 
scientism and technocracy. 

8 Supernatural alternatives: occultism; religious relativism; syncretism; New Age movements. 
 
 
 

hat a [person] might be glad to believe. 
Let us, in heaven's name, drag out the divine 

drama from under the dreadful accumulation of 
slipshod thinking and trashy sentiment heaped 
upon it, and set it on an open stage to startle 

the world into some sort of vigorous reaction.  
 

It is the dogma that is the drama. Show that to 
the heathen, and they may not believe it; but at 

least they may realize that here is something 
that a [person] might be glad to believe. 
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4.1.2 Unit Outcomes 

On successful completion of this unit (PE420/D level),  
I should be able to: 
 
A. Knowledge (know and understand): 
1. Apologetics as the defence and commendation of the 
Christian gospel 
2. Apologetics, theology and the nature of truth 
3. Critiques of Christian faith 
4. Alternatives to Christian belief 
5. Strategies to defend and commend Christian faith 
 

B. Skills (be able to): 
1. Discuss the nature of Christian apologetics 
2. Assess critiques of Christianity from a Christian perspective 
3. Evaluate alternatives to Christian belief from a Christian perspective 
4. Engage in Christian apologetics 
5. Present an analytical evidence-based argument or perspective 

 
C. Application (and be in a position to): 
1. Integrate responses to critiques of Christianity into biblical interpretation and Christian thinking 
2. Use Christian responses to critiques of Christianity for personal understanding and in ministry contexts 
3. Defend and commend the truth claims of the Christian faith 
 
On successful completion of this unit (PE620/D level), I should be able to: 
 
A. Knowledge (know and understand): 
1. Apologetics as the defence and commendation of the Christian gospel 
2. Apologetics, theology and the nature of truth 
3. Critiques of Christian faith 
4. Alternatives to Christian belief 
5. Strategies to defend and commend Christian faith 
6. Historic and contemporary approaches to Christian apologetics 
 
B. Skills (be able to): 
1. Analyse the nature of Christian apologetics  
2. Compare and contrast critiques of Christianity from a Christian perspective  
3. Critique alternatives to Christian belief from a Christian perspective  
4. Engage in Christian apologetics  
5. Present a critical evidence-based argument or perspective  
6. Evaluate historic and contemporary approaches to Christian apologetics 
 
C. Application (and be in a position to): 
1. Integrate responses to critiques of Christianity into biblical interpretation and Christian thinking  
2. Use Christian responses to critiques of Christianity for personal understanding and in ministry contexts  
3. Defend and commend the truth claims of the Christian faith 
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4.2 Reframe 

Every course on apologetics—irrespective of the teacher and institution—will significantly overlap.  
We all agree that apologetics is broadly about defending and commending the Christian faith.  
And, in service of the gospel, we will face similar questions such as God’s existence, the historicity of Jesus, 
the reality of the resurrection, the problem of suffering, and the impact of the church. 
 
Nevertheless, across this particular unit I have invited you along some new(ish) pathways.  
 
► Reframe these course emphases in your own words: 
 

 NARRATIVE APOLOGETICS: Less isolated answers, and more a coherent retelling of the “Big Story” 

 HUMBLE APOLOGETICS: All knowing and knowers are finite and fallen, so we humbly offer what we 
believe to be life giving. Shunning the imperative claim, at least we defend our warrant to believe, 
and at most we compare warrants in commending Christian theism as true, good, and beautiful 

 PRAYER-FULL APOLOGETICS: No one comes to the Father apart from God drawing them (Jn 6:44). 
So pray, and participate gently in the conversation God is already having with your neighbour 

 DIALOGICAL APOLOGETICS: Listen well before you speak; triangulate your neighbour’s position and 
genuinely converse to show that following Jesus is plausible, credible, and relevant 

 PERSONAL APOLOGETICS: Demonstrate hospitality, and place the Other’s upbuilding in love as first 
priority, far more important than winning an argument. Affirm what’s genuinely good in your 
neighbour’s beliefs and practices before you challenge faults, and be quick to admit your own—and 
the church’s—failings. Crystallise answers to 30 second snippets, and open up as they engage 

 IMAGINATIVE APOLOGETICS: Reason makes meaning through the imagination, so use images, 
stories, similes, metaphors and more to paint a picture of a good God desireable above all else 

 INTERDISCIPLINARY APOLOGETICS: Theology must truly converse with other disciplines like 
philosophy, psychology, sociology, biology and more, to make sense of a complex world. Position 
your apologetic within the contours of history in our at once secular, spiritual and religious world 

 CULTURAL APOLOGETICS: Shun elitism and engage the memes and culture makers that captivate 
everyday people. Draw on movies, songs, and the poets of our day to share the gospel 

 PUBLIC APOLOGETICS: Serve salvation and shalom, positioning apologetics as advancing a Christian 
perspective in a pluralistic dialogue, for the flourishing of all. Ask: what’s going on, why is it going 
on, what should be going on, where’s the common ground, and how should we respond as agents 
of reconciliation seeking the peace of the secular city? 

 HOLISTIC APOLOGETICS: Listen to your neighbour’s story, hear her universal longings and heart-
beat, find points of connection, and employ corollary apologetics—potent actions as the 
community of God to demonstrate the tangibility of Christ’s kingdom and reality of transformation 

 CHRIST-CENTRED APOLOGETICS: Ultimately, all we do is to share about and point people towards 
Jesus. Avoid unnecessary hot-buttons and tangents, turning the conversation back toward Christ. 

Reflection Activity 13.3 – Distance Students 
In place of class discussion, online/distance students are required to complete a series of reflections—
four per week. For each reflection activity/question, journal at least 30 (meaningful!) words, and tick off 
the related boxes in the middle of the Unit Guide. 
 
#13.3 Looking over these 11 new(ish) pathways, which challenged you most? Which gets your ‘Amen’? 
How has your approach to apologetics changed as a result? What does this mean in practice? 
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4.2.1 Course Schedule 

We’ve covered a lot of ground this course. To help you recap, below is the course schedule. 
 

Wk Date Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 

1 Feb 14 “What Story Am I In?” …  
Narrative & Apologetics  

Unit Introduction +  
The Apologist’s Prayer 

What is Apologetics? …  
The pitfalls and promise of 
Christian persuasion (interview) 

Assessment Journal 1 posted to Moodle Module Forum before next class: Respond to one of the following 

questions: (a) What is apologetics, and why bother with it? or (b) How does the role of apologetics relate to 
theology, evangelism and mission? 

2 Feb 21 Apologetic highpoints  
across the ages 

Apologetic types & 
strategies with 
verificationism as ideal 

An Apologetic Method: 
unpacking the approach for 
workshops & assessment 

Assessment Journal 2 posted to Moodle Module Forum before next class: With which apologist do you most 

identify? What is your primary strategy in defending and commending the Christian faith, and what is its 
greatest strength and its fundamental weakness? 

3† Feb 28 Prayer, “Big Story” responses, 
forum recap, & readings debrief 
(+ qns. on Apologetic Method) 

Foundations: 
epistemology, revelation, 
& presuppositions 

Worldview analysis & Christian 
Theism: key faith tenets, and 
the Bible’s role  

Assessment Journal 3 posted to Moodle Module Forum before next class: On what basis do you argue that 

Christianity is “the truth”? And how strong—or certain—a claim do you hope to support? (cf. Mod. 1) 
4 Mar 7 Prayer, “Big Story” responses, 

forum recap, & readings debrief 
Philosophical Challenges 
to Christianity 1: deism, 
atheism, science, miracles, 
and evolution: God’s 2 
Books 

Workshop: Debating  
God’s Existence? &/or open 
class discussion on scientism, 
creation and evolution 

Assessment Journal 4 posted to Moodle Module Forum before next class: Respond to one of the following 

statements: (a) “Modern science has buried belief in God. So how can you seriously argue for supernatural 
events like creation and miracles in the Twenty-First Century?”; or (b) “The only things worth believing in are 
physical, as discerned through the five senses and tested by logic. Christian theism fails this test, so it must be 
dismissed” 

5 Mar 
14 

Prayer, “Big Story” responses, 
forum recap, & readings debrief 

Philosophical Challenges 
to Christianity 2: violence, 
postmodernism & 
“freedom” 

Workshop: Evil & Suffering, 
both present & future (Hell)  

Assessment Journal 5 posted to Moodle Module Forum before next class: Respond to one of the following 

statements: (a) “All your religious ‘truth’ claims are simply a ploy to control my life; why submit to Jesus when 
I’m free right now?”; or (b) “Look how bad the world is; either God doesn’t exist, or isn’t worth trusting”; or (c) 
“I refuse to trust a being who damns people to suffer in hell for eternity simply because they haven’t heard the 
‘good news’ or won’t do what the bully demands” 

6 Mar 
21 

Prayer, “Big Story” responses, 
forum recap, & readings debrief 

Historical Challenges to 
Christianity 1: the 
reliability of the Scriptures 

Workshop: Answering the 
Westwing + Penn & Teller’s 
Deconstruction 

Assessment Journal 6 posted to Moodle Module Forum before next class: Respond to one of the following 

statements: (a) “Why should I take seriously your claim that the Bible—an ancient book of oral legends finally 
penned by goat herders and uneducated fishermen—is not only true, but also relevant in the modern world?”; 
or (b) “It’s stupid, dangerous and violent to literally apply the Bible in a modern pluralistic democracy” 
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7 Mar 
28 

Prayer, “Big Story” responses, 
forum recap, & readings debrief 
+ apologetic approaches to 
commending Jesus 

Historical Challenges to 
Christianity 2: historicity 
of the resurrection & 
church emergence: Jesus 
on Trial 

Workshop: Jesus on Trial II 

Assessment Requirement 1A: Submit on Moodle a collated version (including a title page and evidence 
of weekly interaction with others in response) of 5 of your Journals from weeks 1-6 (1250 
wds, not counting words for interaction with others) due March 28, 2017 (week 7) = 20% 
Journal 7 posted to Moodle Module Forum before next class: Respond to one of the following 

statements: (a) “Dead people don’t come back to life. Jesus’ resurrection may have been convincing to 
ignorant ancients, but it’s impossible for people today to believe”; or (b) “Jesus is a poignant myth, a model of 
love’s power in the face of oppression, but nothing more” 

 Apr 4 Study Week 

 Apr 11 Study Week 

8 Apr 18 Prayer, “Big Story” responses, 
forum recap, & readings debrief 
+ apologetic approaches to 
commending Jesus 

Behavioural Challenges to 
Christianity 1: 
Behaviourism and 
Freudianism 

Workshop: structuring an 
apologetics talk—
deconstructing Ricky Gervais’  
defeater beliefs 

Assessment Journal 8 posted to Moodle Module Forum before next class: Respond to one of the following 

statements: (a) “Christian belief is pure projection—wish fulfilment to avoid facing one’s fears of futility and 
death. It’s time  we grew up”; or (b) “Belief in an imaginary friend like God may have been a survival-enhancing 
belief propagated in the past, but now this brain-washing meme is counterproductive to the progress of 
humanity. We need facts, not faith, as we move into the future” 

9* Apr 25 Prayer, “Big Story” responses, 
forum recap, & readings debrief 
(+ revisit Apologetic Method) 

Behavioural Challenges to 
Christianity 2: sociological, 
anthropological, and 
psychological challenges … 
Christianity & Feminism 

Workshop: Responding to 
Religious Pluralism 

Assessment Journal 9 posted to Moodle Module Forum before next class: Respond to one of the following 

statements: (a) “How ignorant and intolerant to believe that Jesus is the only way to God in a religiously plural 
world”; or (b) “The Church is repressive of women and predatory upon children, which isn’t surprising given 
that its framing myth is an all-powerful Father abusing his child, then saving the world through this male scape-
goat” 

10 May 2 Worldviews 1: agnosticism 
and Marxism, naturalism, 
scientism and secular 
humanism. Case study: 
public theology for the 
common good in 
education 

Case study cont.: 
“(Un)Common Good: 
Peaceable Dialogue for 
Partisan Times” (online 
here) 

Workshop: Responding to the 
“Fourth R”, keeping religion out 
of “secular” schools 

Assessment Journal 10 posted to Moodle Module Forum before next class: Respond to one of the following 

statements: (a) “The public square, including neutral institutions like secular education, is no place for the 
imposition of some people’s religious perspectives upon all”; or (b) “Christianity has been unjustly privileged in 
the west for far too long. Equality demands affirmative action, silencing this powerful voice to let minority 
perspectives be truly heard” 

  

http://www.morlingcollege.com/about/why-choose-morling/tinsley-annual-lecture/
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11‡ May 9 Prayer, “Big Story” responses, 
forum recap, & readings debrief 
+ Introduce Worldviews 2 on 
nihilism and existentialism 

Worldviews 2: moral 
relativism  

Workshop: “Everything’s 
Bent”—a public theology 
Christian response to Westwing, 
Safe Schools and claims of 
bigotry 

Assessment Journal 11 posted to Moodle Module Forum before next class: Respond to one of the following 

statements: (a) “Who are you to say what is morally right and wrong? How intolerant!”; or (b) “Anyone who 
judges homosexuality on religious grounds is a bigot; provided people give their full consent, and no harm is 
done, everything is permissible and your opposition is oppression”; or (c) “You don’t need to be religious to be 
good, nor believe in God to objectively discern the difference between right and wrong” 

12 May 
16 

Prayer, “Big Story” responses, 
forum recap, & readings debrief 

Worldviews 3: Eastern 
pantheistic monism + New 
Age, syncretism, and 
occultism 

Workshop: Responding to “The 
Secret” and the sufficiency of 
“mindfulness”  

Assessment Journal 12 posted to Moodle Module Forum before next class: Respond to one of the following 

statements: (a) “We are responsible for everything in our lives; my life is as it is because I created it myself. 
That’s karma. Christian appeals to forgiveness and ‘grace’ are infantilising, a move away from maturity”; or (b) 
“Meditation is the key to modern happiness. Once you let go of your desire to distinguish right from wrong, 
truth from lies, and proving that Jesus is the only way, you will discover the unity of all things and the true joy 
for which you strive” 

13 May 
23 

Prayer, “Big Story” responses, 
forum recap, & readings debrief 

Course Review &  
Open Discussion 

Apologetics as Science & Art; 
Humble & Prayerful Apologetics 

Assessment Requirement 1B: Submit on Moodle a collated version (including a title page and evidence 
of weekly interaction with others in response) of 5 of your Journals from weeks 7-12 (1250 
wds, not counting words for interaction with others), due May 23, 2017 (week 13) = 20%.  
**N.b. Distance students to submit signed Reflection Activity Log in the same word.doc. 

 May 
30 

Study Week and Final Assignments 

Assessment Requirement 2: Scripted Dialogue (3300 wds) due June 6, 2017 = 60%. 
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4.2.2 Pertinent Questions 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Class Activity 13.5—20 minutes 
The following questions are intended to focus what you’ve learned. It provides a quick reference sheet to 
which you can return, guiding future reading and reflection. 
 

 With which apologetic approach—classical (logical), evidential (empirical), reformed 
(presuppositional), or fideism (experiential)—did you most identify?  

 Which apologetic approach would you like to develop in, to buttress or complement what 
you already do naturally? 

 Across the course we practiced apologetic triangulation as a way to (1) Open ears by 
undermining secularism, challenging people to recognise faith’s plausibility; (2) Establish 
trust through advancing credible truths, informing people to acknowledge faith’s credibility; 
(3) Arouse interest by engaging experience, inspiring people to embrace faith’s relevance. 
In which aspect of apologetics did you grow the most, and in what ways? Give an example. 

 What topic most interested you in the course? 

 What topic, issue, or belief system would you like to explore further? 

 What author or book is next on your “to read list” after this course is over,  
to help you continue developing as a Christian apologist? 

 What are your next steps apologetically to continue to consolidate and grow in this 
dimension of your Christian walk? 

 What great conversations and questions have come out of doing this course? 

 Knowledge is not simply for knowledge’s sake; rather, knowledge is to serve as a tool in 
reaching non-Christian friends and family with the truth, goodness, and beauty of Christ 
(salvation), and seeking the flourishing of our society as a whole (shalom). In this regard,  
who is at the top of your prayer list, and what next step will you take to reach them?  

 How might you use apologetics for the good of all in our pluralistic and polarised context? 

Let’s spend some time together in prayer for these people and our wider culture (7:35-7:45). 
 

 Complete online course evaluations (7:45-7:55) … See the web-link on Moodle to the  
“Malyon Unit of Study SURVEY” (2017 here), located under the “online assessment submission tab” 

and at the top of both Module 12 and Module 13. 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/MalyonSurveyS1_2017
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5.  COURSE CONCLUSION: HUMBLE APOLOGETICS 

Resource 13.1: 21st Century Apologetics 
The Reference List at this Module’s end collates key sources that bind this whole course together. 
Between them, you will find the fodder constituting each of the “new(ish) pathways” outlined above. 
They cast a vision for a renewed apologetic in the 21st Century. Even so, I want to highlight four sources 
on Moodle, singled out as recommended (pre-)reading for this final Module. 
 

 John G. Stackhouse, Jr. (2006)—as my apologetics mentor at Regent College—has effectively 
book-ended this unit of study. In the first reading, he framed the nature of apologetics and 
advised us on the relative strength of our claims. Through Stackhouse we delved into 
epistemology, considering how to decide about religion and “truth” in diverse spheres. At this 
course’s end, we consider his practical and spiritual “Guidelines for Apologetic Conversations”, 
and his clarion call for Humble Apologetics. Well worth a read. 

 While I don’t always follow his line of argumentation, I love Francis Schaeffer’s desire to listen 
and care deeply in each and every conversation with each and every person, whether brilliant or 
basic, learned or ignorant, powerful or powerless. In this reading, Bryan Follis (2006) beautifully 
draws out Schaeffer’s heartbeat: to share the “truth in love” for “love is the final apologetic”.  

 Last module, Ross Clifford and Philip Johnson (2015) highlighted the necessity of a holistic 
apologetic to reach the growing numbers of “spiritual but not religious” Aussies. Taken from the 
same edition of CASE Quarterly on “21st Century Apologetics,” Chris Swann (2015: “Who Wants 
to Be Apologetic?”) and Kel Richards (2015: “Everyone Can Do Apologetics”) chart a path to a far 
more faithful and fruitful form of Christian persuasion in our post-Christendom and post-secular 
context. Similarly, see CASE Quarterly 42 (2015) on “The Bible’s Story” for a narrative approach. 

 See, also, my Malyon Talk (Benson 2017) on “Community As Apologetic” (ppnt; mp3; video). 

 
At the beginning of the course I assigned a reading from Catholic apologist Avery Cardinal Dulles.  
The article was entitled, “The Rebirth of Apologetics.” In this article, Dulles broadly outlined the different 
schools of apologetics, yet he suggested—following Pope John Paul II’s lead—an overarching frame to tie 
them all together. It is that of personalism. The primary emphasis shifts from evidences and reasons, to 
personal testimony and trust.  As we close the course, it’s timely to return to his words: 
 

In recent centuries apologetics has concentrated mainly on how we get to God. It has relied on 
quasi-scientific methods of inquiry that owe more to Descartes, Locke, and Spinoza than to the 
prayerful searching of an Augustine, an Anselm, a Pascal, or a Newman. In a revealed religion such 
as Christianity, the key question is how God comes to us and opens up a world of meaning not 
accessible to human investigative powers. 

The answer, I suggest, is testimony. Revelation, as God's word, is a form of divine testimony. 
Faith is by its nature an acceptance of the word of God, the witness who can neither deceive nor 
be deceived. God's timid disciples, anxiously bolting the doors of the Upper Room, became 
apostles openly proclaiming their faith at the risk of imprisonment, scourging, and martyrdom.  
No external opposition can keep them from speaking of what they have seen and heard.  
Their extraordinary dynamism is evidence of God's transforming power. . . .  

How, then, does an apologetics of committed religious testimony compare with other methods, 
such as the classical approach through natural theology and the evidential approach that appeals to 
scientific history? Testimony, as I have explained it, has an interpersonal character. The witness 
addresses us actively, placing us in the position of recipients who must seek to understand. 
Personal address can surprise and challenge us, furnish us with new categories, and thus dispose us 
for conversion. To the extent that we open ourselves up to testimony, we learn to rely on 
trustworthy witnesses and submit to their authority. This fiducial attitude prepares us for religious 
conversion as a personal submission to the divine witness who speaks to us in Christ. 

https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=20573
https://www.amazon.com/Humble-Apologetics-Defending-Faith-Today-ebook/dp/B004RL75A6/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1494457758&sr=8-1&keywords=humble+apologetics+stackhouse
https://www.amazon.com/Truth-Love-Apologetics-Francis-Schaeffer-ebook/dp/B002AWX6V6/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1494490332&sr=8-1&keywords=Truth+With+Love%3A+The+Apologetics+of+Francis+Schaeffer
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=20562
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=20574
https://www.case.edu.au/blogs/case-subscription-library/who-wants-to-be-apologetic
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=20575
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=20575
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=20576
https://www.case.edu.au/collections/case-quarterly/products/case-quarterly-42-the-bibles-story
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=20663
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=20662
https://vimeo.com/217933709
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=19711
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There is much worthy of reflection in these words. Even as we address sceptics and outsiders, affirming 
that “faith has its reasons,” we are sent not as mathematical proofs, informative encyclopaedias, or 
graduated pipettes, but instead as “witnesses.” God has chosen to embody his message in fragile and ill-
formed jars of clay; through the holes in our lives, the light of Christ emanates. We shouldn’t wait until we 
have all the answers—as though such a day would ever come—before we begin sharing of God’s goodness 
and pointing people to Jesus. Bathed in prayer, we must humbly go to those who haven’t heard, and testify 
of how Christ has transformed our lives. We share the hope that our story can be your story, that God 
through Christ has done everything to reconcile you to Himself—and all this for love. And as questions and 
objections inevitably arise, we must patiently explain why we believe as we do, selectively drawing upon 
various apologetic approaches and arguments, that the shutters of their minds may be opened to perceive 
the glorious light of Christ shining through. 
 
Following McGrath (2012), apologetics is both a science and an art. All solid arguments have a form. Like a 
skilled doctor, we must be able to diagnose the condition of a patient. Yet, we need the art of relating 
well—of good bedside manner as we sit with our friend, patiently listen, and lovingly respond.  
 
Following Stackhouse (2006), apologetics must be humble . . .   
 

 Epistemologically Humble: “For all I know, I could be wrong about all this.” Apologetics is supposed to 
be a gift rather than an arrogant curse … to bless the other, not arm-wrestle them. Remember, 
“apologetics is not being sorry for our beliefs, and nor is it making the other person sorry they asked 
why you believe as you do!” 
  Protective claim: We are rationally warranted to hold our views 
  Comparative Claim: I believe my views are more warranted than another’s 
  Imperative Claim: My views alone are warranted 
 

 Rhetorically Humble … Aim for clear teaching and honesty before preaching at the other 
 
Spiritually Humble … God is the key one doing the work … He draws, empowers, and goes before us. 
We participate with Him. We are finite and fallen, and apart from God’s work in their lives, we can do 
nothing. As such, our apologetic engagement should be characterized by dependent prayer to a good 
God who saw fit to open our eyes. 

 
What are the necessary ingredients for “good apologetics”? At the beginning of the course I suggested 
three: humility, acuity/wisdom, and love. All are important. But by far, the greatest of these is LOVE.  
 

Unless we are content to answer questions no one is posing, it seems to me the most urgent 
apologetic task of the church today is to live in the world in such a way that the world is driven to 
ask us about the hope we have. Until that happens, I fear all the theories in the world about 
apologetics are in vain, and the truth we say we bear witness to will be heard as falsehood.1 

 
As Ravi Zacharias powerfully contends:  
 

Love is the most powerful apologetic. It is the essential component in 
reaching the whole person in a fragmented world.2 

                                                           
1 Kenneson, “There’s No Such Thing as Objective Truth, and It’s a Good Thing, Too,” in Christian Apologetics in the 
Postmodern World, ed. Phillips and Okholm, 169. 

2 Ravi Zacharias; cited without further reference by Paul Kooistra, Supper’s Ready: A Devotional on the Love of God 
(Lawrenceville, GA.: Mission To The World, 2005), 17. 

https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=20573
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It is our love for one another that authenticates our message as from God,3 and only by the drawing of His 
Spirit that they are saved4: not a work of any person that we should boast.5  
 
Is our message “incomprehensible apart from the God to whom it witnesses?”6  
Nothing we say, and nothing we know, mean anything without love.7  
 
As such, it is fitting for our last reading to come from the Bible, 1 Corinthians 13: 
 

1 If I speak in human or angelic tongues, but do not have love, I am only a resounding gong or a 
clanging cymbal. 2 If I have the gift of prophecy and can fathom all mysteries and all knowledge, 
and if I have a faith that can move mountains, but do not have love, I am nothing. 3 If I give all I 
possess to the poor and give over my body [to hardship] that I may boast, but do not have love, I 
gain nothing.  

  4 Love is patient, love is kind. It does not envy, it does not boast, it is not proud. 5 It does not 
dishonour others, it is not self-seeking, it is not easily angered, it keeps no record of wrongs. 6 
Love does not delight in evil but rejoices with the truth. 7 It always protects, always trusts, always 
hopes, always perseveres.  

  8 Love never fails. But where there are prophecies, they will cease; where there are tongues, they 
will be stilled; where there is knowledge, it will pass away. 9 For we know in part and we prophesy 
in part, 10 but when completeness comes, what is in part disappears. 11 When I was a child, I talked 
like a child, I thought like a child, I reasoned like a child. When I became a man, I put the ways of 
childhood behind me. 12 For now we see only a reflection as in a mirror; then we shall see face to 
face. Now I know in part; then I shall know fully, even as I am fully known.  

  13 And now these three remain: faith, hope and love. But the greatest of these is love.  

Let’s finish this course with a prayer, and with a song.  
The prayer, with which we began the course, comes from C. S. Lewis, called “The Apologist’s Prayer”: 
 

“From all my lame defeats and oh! Much more 
From all the victories that I seemed to score; 

From cleverness shot forth on Thy behalf 
At which, while angels weep, the audience laugh; 

From all my proofs of Thy divinity, 
Thou, who wouldst give me no sign, deliver me. 

 
Thoughts are but coins. Let me not trust, instead 

Of Thee, their thin-worn image of Thy head. 
From all my thoughts, even from my thoughts of Thee, 

O thou fair Silence, fall, and set me free. 
Lord of the narrow gate and the needle’s eye, 
Take from me all my trumpery lest I die.” 

 
 
 

                                                           
3 Cf. John 13:35. 

4 Cf. John 6:44. 

5 Ephesians 2:8-9. 

6 Phillips and Okholm, ed., Christian Apologetics in the Postmodern World, 20. 

7 Cf. 1 Corinthians 13:1-2. 
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The song with which we’ll finish the course was the basis of an earlier reflection (Module 3) reminding us of 
the centrality of Christ and the inescapability of trust. It is called “I Cannot Tell”, penned by William Young 
Fullerton (singing version online here). This song is an affirmation of what we may only finally know 
through faith by the Spirit’s confirmation in our heart, even as our intellectual questions remain.  
 
As Blaise Pascal said, “The heart has reasons that reason knows not of.”  
 

V1.  I cannot tell why He, whom angels worship, 

Should set His love upon the sons of men, 

Or why, as Shepherd, He should seek the wand'rers, 

To bring them back, they know not how or when. 

But this I know, that He was born of Mary, 

When Bethl'hem's manger was His only home, 

And that He lived at Nazareth and laboured, 

And so the Saviour, Saviour of the world, is come. 

 

V2.  I cannot tell how silently He suffered, 

As with His peace He graced this place of tears, 

Or how His heart upon the Cross was broken, 

The crown of pain to three and thirty years. 

But this I know, He heals the broken-hearted, 

And stays our sin, and calms our lurking fear, 

And lifts the burden from the heavy laden, 

For yet the Saviour, Savoir of the world, is here. 

 

V3.  I cannot tell how He will win the nations, 

How He will claim His earthly heritage, 

How satisfy the needs and aspirations 

Of east and west, of sinner and of sage. 

But this I know, all flesh shall see His glory, 

And He shall reap the harvest He has sown, 

And some glad day His sun shall shine in splendour 

When He the Saviour, Saviour of the world, is known. 

 

V4.  I cannot tell how all the lands shall worship, 

When, at His bidding, every storm is stilled, 

Or who can say how great the jubilation 

When all the hearts of men with love are filled. 

But this I know, the skies will thrill with rapture, 

And myriad, myriad human voices sing, 

And earth to heaven, and heaven to earth, will answer: 

At last the Saviour, Saviour of the world, is King.  

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o2yaJJxU6Ss&feature=fvwrel
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=62wk5KvI7-w
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5.1 STIMULUS: Dave’s Take on the 3 Most Important Qualities for Apologists 

John G. Stackhouse, Jr., jokes that “‘Apologetics’ is ‘telling someone why you’re sorry you are a Christian … 
[or] ‘Apologetics’ is ‘making someone sorry he asked why you are a Christian!” 
 
Avery Dulles begins his magisterial history of apologetics by observing that  
 

today the term apologetics carries unpleasant connotations. The apologist is regarded as an 
aggressive, opportunistic person who tries, by fair means or foul, to argue people into joining the 
Church. Numerous charges are laid at the door of apologetics: its neglect of grace, of prayer,  
and of the life-giving power of the word of God; its tendency to oversimplify and syllogize the 
approach to faith; its dilution of the scandal of the Christian message; and its implied 
presupposition that God’s word should be judged by the norm of fallible,  
not to say fallen, human reason.8 

 
As we’ve explored across this course, this is not the way it is supposed to be. So as we wrap up this course, 
let me close with my three key principles underlying effective apologetics: 
 

(1) Humility 
 -we are finite (limited) 
 -we are fallen (biased … all our thinking is [self-] ‘interested’) 
 -1 Cor. 2:1-5 “And so it was with me, brothers and sisters. When I came to you, I did not come with 
eloquence or human wisdom as I proclaimed to you the testimony about God. For I resolved to know 
nothing while I was with you except Jesus Christ and him crucified. I came to you in weakness with 
great fear and trembling. My message and my preaching were not with wise and persuasive words, but 
with a demonstration of the Spirit's power, so that your faith might not rest on human wisdom, but on 
God's power.” 
 -knowledge puffs up but love builds up (1 Corinthians 8:1) …  
       “We know that ‘We all possess knowledge’. But knowledge puffs up while love builds up.” 
 
 -SO, I need to be: 
Epistemologically Humble: As Stackhouse (JGS) said, “for all I know, I could be wrong about all this”  
apologetics as a gift rather than an arrogant curse … to bless the other, not arm-wrestle them … thus  
  Protective claim: We are rationally warranted to hold our views 
  Comparative Claim: I believe my views are more warranted than another’s 
  Imperative Claim: My views alone are warranted. 
 Protective is essential; comparative is useful (and would be great if the other agreed),  
       but generally the imperative claim is overreaching in our present intellectual and social context. 
Rhetorically Humble: Choose your words carefully, speaking the truth with grace, not to get a rise. 
Spiritually Humble: God is the key one doing the work … He draws, empowers, and goes before us.  
We participate with Him.  
 

(2) Acuity/Wisdom 
 -Philippians 1:9 … not anti-intellectual but glorifying God with your mind … keep love and 
knowledge together “And this is my prayer: that your love may abound more and more in knowledge 
and depth of insight.” 
 -Chesterton … humility isn’t not having an opinion … but being respectful in the way you share it … 
true tolerance as respect for the person even while disagreeing with views …  
"Merely having an open mind is nothing. The object of opening the mind, as of opening the mouth,  
is to shut it again on something solid." 

                                                           
8 Avery Robert Dulles, A History of Apologetics, 2d ed. (Ft. Collins, CO: Ignatius Press, 2005), xix. 
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Dulles highlights some contemporary sociological factors undermining apologetics: 

In a pluralist society like our own, religious faith is felt to be divisive. To avoid conflict Christians 
frequently take refuge in the excuse that people should be left free to make up their own minds 
about what to believe. . . . Even to raise the question of truth in religion is considered impolite. 
This withdrawal from controversy, though it seems to be kind and courteous, is insidious.9 

Dulles expresses concern that the privatization of religion and the refusal to offer a sound apologetic 
countering alternative truth claims have produced “fuzzyminded and listless Christians, who care very little 
about what is to be believed. … It is a degenerate offspring of authentic Christianity.”10 

 
Also, C. S. Lewis (from his essay, “God in the Dock”): 
 

As Christians we are tempted to make unnecessary concessions to those outside the faith. We give 
in too much. We must show our Christian colours if we are to be true to Jesus Christ.  
We cannot remain silent and concede everything away.  

Also, David Noebel, on importance of these issues … not settled by just being humble  
and holding our tongue … we have a message to share and a gospel to proclaim: 

 
Each generation has to decide if Christ is superior to Nietzsche; if God is smarter than Plato; if 
freedom is better than totalitarianism; if private property is superior to socialism; if creationism is 
superior to evolution; if purpose and design are superior to chance; if truth is better than 
falsehood; if beauty is better than ugliness; if love is better than hate; if good is better than evil; if 
right is better than wrong; if heaven is better than hell; if moral absolutes are better than moral 
relativism; if adoption is better than abortion; if self-control is better than licentiousness; if 
individual responsibility is better than victimization; if patriotism is better than globalism. 

 
So … we need acuity … accurate knowledge, and wisdom to know how and when to deploy. 

 

  

                                                           
9 Avery Robert Dulles, "The Rebirth of Apologetics," First Things: A Monthly Journal of Religion and Public Life 143 
(2004): 19-20. 

10 Ibid., 120. 

https://www.amazon.com/God-Dock-C-S-Lewis/dp/0802871836/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1494973146&sr=8-1&keywords=god+in+the+dock
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(3) Love 
 -Commands to love God, love others, and lovingly steward this world (Matt. 22:37-40) and  
cultural command: task to present all mature in Christ (Col. 1:28) … apologetics serves this end. 
 -3 circles schematic (below) … NOT INSULAR (nit-picking fights within camps) …  
and not ATTACKING (fighting those outside), but rather EMBRACING …  
dealing with obstacles and drawing those who are willing to come toward God. 
 -As Francis Schaeffer argued, this requires an integrated, person-centred apologetic: 
 

I’m not an evidentialist or a presuppositionalist. You’re trying to press me into the category of a 
theological apologist, which I’m not. I’m not an academic, scholastic apologist. My interest is in 
evangelism. … We cannot apply mechanical rules …. We can lay down some general principles, 
but there can be no automatic application … ; each person must be dealt with as an individual, not 
as a case or statistic or machine.  

 

Reflection Activity 13.4 – Distance Students 
In place of class discussion, online/distance students are required to complete a series of reflections—
four per week. For each reflection activity/question, journal at least 30 (meaningful!) words, and tick off 
the related boxes in the middle of the Unit Guide. 
 
# 13.4 Who in particular has God placed on your heart this semester—a person for whom you greatly 
desire to give the reason for the hope you have within? Write out a prayer to God, on their behalf, and 
let this be a reminder to continue witnessing as opportunity presents. 
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11 Clark, Dialogical Apologetics, 122. 

Significance for Christian theology, life and thought... 
I genuinely pray this course has equipped and inspired you to reach out to those beyond the church with the 
good news of Jesus Christ. As we do so, however—aware of various strategies to commend and defend the 
Christian faith—we must doubly note Francis Schaeffer’s warning against any mechanistic application of any 
apologetic system: 

As Christians we believe that personality really does exist and is important. We can lay down some general 
principles, but there can be no automatic application. If we are truly personal, as created by God, then 
each individual will differ from everyone else. Therefore, each person must be dealt with as an individual, 
not as a case or statistic or machine.  

Schaeffer suggests what should be the “dominant consideration” driving every apologetic encounter: 

I do not believe there is any one apologetic which meets the needs of all people. . . . I think these things 
turn on love and compassion to people not as objects to evangelize, but as people who deserve all the love 
and consideration we can give them, because they are our kind and made in the image of God. They are 
valuable, so we should meet them in love and compassion. Thus, we meet the person where he or she is. 

I commend all the strategies we have considered: classical, evidential, reformed, and fideist. And I commend 
their integration in a cumulative case argument that challenges, informs and inspires to verify the plausibility, 
credibility and relevance of faith, meeting the other where they’re at. I believe such strategies may be used by 
God as a means of grace through which He draws those who are willing to Himself. Nevertheless, I contend that 
no apologetic is capable of proving Christianity. We are finite and fallen and could be wrong about all we claim. 
Therefore, no argument, irrespective of how tailored it is to an individual person, can ever compel belief.  

Ultimately, “to truly believe . . . is itself a gift that God alone bestows. . . . God alone can change minds so that 
those minds can both see and embrace the great truths of the gospel, and the One who stands at their center.” 
“Success in dialogue,” however, “is presenting the case for Christianity, by the Spirit’s power, with rational force, 
cultural appropriateness, and personal sensitivity in the context of relationship.”11 Genuine dialogue demands 
nothing less than apologists being willing to patiently journey with others, compassionately listening in to 
identify with their lives, and sensitively speaking to bless their lives, shaping and being shaped by that 
engagement.  

Although I am optimistic about the prospects for such a strategy, I close this course with a challenge to all of us 
who are prone to pragmatism: our hope is not in a tripartite apologetic; our hope is in the Triune God.  

In our search for a more effective framework, we must remain forever watchful of our pride, aware of our 
limitations, and certain of our calling—lest we undermine the power of God with human wisdom (1 Cor. 2:5). 
Our apologetic efforts are at best a meaningful yet imperfect attempt to love God with our whole mind and our 
neighbour as ourselves (Matt. 22:37-40). Having done our best to talk about Jesus, and in an attitude of prayer-
filled expectation, we must commit the other to God in the hope that she will read the Scriptures for herself and 
then, in response to the Spirit’s drawing, call out to be rescued by Christ—the one to whom the Scriptures point.  

We may be coworkers with God in the coming of the Kingdom, but we are never prime movers in the missio Dei 
(1 Cor. 3:9; 4:11). We are drawn and elected by the Father, commissioned and sent by the Son, then empowered 
and directed by the Spirit (John 6:44; Rom. 8:28-33; Titus 1:1-3; 1 Pet. 2:9; Matt. 8:28-30; John 17:18; Acts 1:8; 
16:6-10). Furthermore, we are adopted through Christ that we may proclaim the Kingdom of the Father, share 
the life of the Son, and bear the witness of the Spirit to the glory of God (John 17:18-23; Gal. 4:4-7; Eph. 1:3-14; 
Col. 1:11-20.). Our apologetic endeavours are only meaningful when situated within and contributing to the 
mission of God through the power of the Spirit. In apologetically commending God and the faith built upon His 
self revelation, we do not defend a static book. God is speaking and His Word is living and active (Isa. 55:10-11; 2 
Tim. 3:16-17; Heb. 4:12-13). In this sense our arguments serve the overarching “witness of the Holy Spirit.” 
Ultimately it is the ongoing—though at times imperceptible—dialogue between the Spirit and the other that is 
pivotal in how he or she receives the gospel (1 Cor. 2:12-16.). That being the case, it is insufficient for apologists 
to merely commend our faith as the account of a God who is there and is not silent. We must also know the 
power of God and continue “listening to the God who speaks,” as Klaus Bockmuehl was fond of saying. In 
Schaeffer’s words, “If we would work with these people, we cannot apply the things we have dealt with in this 
book mechanically. We must look to the Lord in prayer, and to the work of the Holy Spirit, for the effective use of 
these things.” 

Humbly, then, have I offered this course on Christian apologetics. I do so in faith that God will receive it as an act 
of worship in spirit and truth for His glory, and in hope that “Jesus is Lord” may once again really mean 
something to our post-Christendom culture. 
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